The Die-Hard

THERE was a town called Shady, Georgia, and a time thats gone, and a boy named Jimmy
Williams who was curious about things. Just a few years before the turn of the century it was,
and that seems far away now. But Jimmy Williams was living in it, and it didnt seem far away
to him. It was a small town, Shady, and sleepy, though it had two trains a day and they were
putting through a new spur to Vickery Junction. Theyd dedicated the War Memorial in the
Square, but, on market days, youd still see oxcarts on Main Street. And once, when Jimmy
Williams was five, thered been a light fall of snow and the whole town had dropped its
business and gone out to see it. He could still remember the feel of the snow in his hands, for it
was the only snow hed ever touched or seen.
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Bruce Willis and Andreas Wisniewski in Die Hard () Alan Rickman and Bonnie Bedelia in
Die Hard () Bruce Willis in Die Hard () Alan Rickman . Die-hard definition is - strongly or
fanatically determined or devoted; especially: strongly resisting change. How to use die-hard
in a sentence. A person who will do anything for a cause or goal. A person who can take it like
a man.
The Die Hard series may be alive and well almost 25 years after the first movie, but there's a
unique story behind the writing of each one.
The makers of Die Hard have explained a big plot hole in the middle of the movie , and it's
only taken them three decades to give us the truth. To jog your memory.
Richard Brody reviews the nineteen-eighties action blockbuster â€œDie Hard,â€• which he
just watched for the first time. browsr.com: Die Hard: Bruce Willis, Reginald VelJohnson,
Bonnie Bedelia, Alexander Godunov, Alan Rickman, William Atherton, De'voreaux White,
Paul.
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